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Tailored bearing solutions
When a standard bearing doesn’t give you the performance,
reliability or functional benefits you need, what’s the alternative?
he ball bearing is one of the most common
machine components, so it’s no wonder that
standardisation has arisen, with a multitude of
companies offering catalogues full of standard
products. But for the machine builder, a standard component won’t always provide the required functionality.
Specially optimised components are required.
This is where companies such as Jesa come in. Swiss
manufacturer Jesa specialises in the design,
industrialisation and production of components or subassemblies intended to provide a rotation function, with
the company producing metal products, engineering
polymers and hybrids. The products are used in a wide
range of markets, including automotive, industrial,
medical, consumer goods and construction.
A good example of solving specific industrial problems
is the recent design of an eccentric unit at the heart of an
industrial embroidery machine. The replacement of an
entirely metal product with a plastic-metal hybrid not only
reduced costs – savings that could be passed on to buyers
of the machine – but also increased performance. The
new hybrid components weighed less than metal parts,
enabling the system to operate at higher speeds, while
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(Above) Eccentric bearing unit tailored for an embroidery machine.
(Left) Circuit breaker cam roller’s FEM axis

generating less vibration and noise thanks to the excellent
absorption capabilities of the plastic parts.
Another example of added value is the cam roller used
in circuit breakers. Its axis is so applied that it was
necessary to use several digital simulations to optimise
the design. In addition, a high performance steel
combined with a special double heat treatment was
necessary. The customer's benefit? A customised product
that replaces the standard roller and the high roller loads

with a universal roller and all this for the price of the
standard version.
When Jesa talks about innovation, it’s not necessarily
about putting bearings in an F1 car or about inventing a
new polymer. Instead, innovation can mean finding the
ideal form of a lip seal, or finding the best combination of
materials for occasional dry running, or developing an
outer ring geometry that ensures the optimum fit for the
plastic overmoulding, or reducing the number of parts in
an electric motor running at 110,000rpm. In short, the
real innovation is the one that finds real practical use.
www.jesa.com

Energy reduced at textile plant
Energy efficient deep groove ball bearings have cut energy
consumption in an Indonesian textile plant by 10%
extile manufacturer PT Leuwijaya Utama has
adopted SKF E2 bearings as part of an urgent
cost-saving programme, which was triggered by
a sharp rise in local energy costs. The plant now
has 25,600 SKF E2 bearings installed on its machinery
and is reaping the on-going rewards of energy efficiency.
The cost-saving programme began in July 2010,
when Indonesian industry at large faced a governmentenforced increase in electricity costs. For PT Leuwijaya
Utama, a textile company with 300 weaving machines
and 176 twisting machines consuming 2,120
megawatt-hours (MWh) per month in its
Bandung factory, this meant an increase in
costs of approximately 18%. To reduce the
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negative effect on bottom line profitability, a speedy and
effective reaction was required to identify and achieve
energy savings fast.
Having ensured that no unnecessary lighting was
being used, or machinery left on standby when it could be
switched off, the management took a detailed look at
production. First investigations showed that 30% of the
factory’s energy consumption was consumed by the
twisting machines, which are critical in ensuring fabric
quality. So, as well as taking measures to correct
electric motor energy losses and optimising
frequency converters for the overall electricity
supply, the energy consumption of the twisting
machinery was discussed.
Inside the Leuwitex twisting machines, lines
of high precision spindles are driven by two
powerful motors. As these machines operate
24 hours per day, frictional losses (and
ultimately energy losses) occur in the
rotational motion dependant on the quality of
the bearings fitted at the ends of each
spindle. With 176 twisting machines
incorporating 256 spindles, this clearly
presented an opportunity for energy saving.
Mr Zenzen, Leuwitex plant manager, took a pragmatic
approach to investigating the potential for reducing energy

consumption, with three potential ‘solutions’: a) to use
new bearings from the supplier of those in the original
spindles; b) to install low cost bearings of local Chinese
manufacture; and c) to switch to SKF Energy Efficient
bearings. Mr Zenzen fitted the three alternative bearing
solutions to separate spindle lines and ran them for three
months, monitoring the energy consumption of those lines.
The result was an overwhelming victory for the SKF Energy
Efficient bearings, with around 10% total energy savings.
“Having satisfied myself on the energy savings issue,”
said Mr Zenzen, “I also needed to be sure that the overall
SKF bearing performance was equally reliable in terms of
the final product quality. The twisting machines have two
contra spinning spindles rotating in synchrony in opposite
directions. To maintain product quality it is of utmost
importance that these two spindles are rotating exactly as
expected through the entire and continuous
spinning/twisting operation.”
Mr Zenzen’s next test was therefore to fit SKF Energy
Efficient bearings to ten twisting machines and begin a
‘production run’. “I was delighted to find that the product
quality was exactly the same as before, with constant,
uniform delivery of the various designs, material thickness
and feel,” said Mr Zenzen. This test was extended by
adding more lines of spindles while keeping the original
ten operating. Regular product quality checks among the
machines convinced Mr Zenzen that he had indeed found
the best possible bearings for his textile machines,
both in terms of energy efficiency and performance.
www.skf.co.uk
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